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I--A rmmentative Paragraph writiag

fIl5b%lUD~bQVl  (paragraph) ~fW~~b~~fl15fl  (argumentative writing) IfU

bbl.hbh  3 i%wN~ %I

1. Analysis Paragraph

2. Comparison & Contrast Paragraph

3. Cause & Effect Paragraph
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Topic : Causes of Drought in the Northeast





The English ktted  Outline

Topic :

Causes of Drought in the Northeast

The causes are:

L31

[2.1

vanishing

] use water

unwisely

] increasing more

advanced knowledge

[3.1]  salty soil

13.21  incapable

to retain

water

Closing Sentence : The above reasons state c/ear/y why if is so dry.
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The Sentence Outline

Topic : Causes of Drought in the Northeast

Topic Sentence (or Theme, or Main Idea)

The northeastern part of Thailand faces drought from the

L11

following causes
I

[31

I

The first cause is the

destruction of the

forests.

fl. l] Forests enable

the soil to

retain moisture.

.[l  .2] Forests destroyed

make moisture

vanished.

r-

I-
[ 2.21  Advanced knowledge

is also helpful.

irrigation and water

management.

r

[ 2.1 ]Good irrigation and

water management

help use water pro-

ductivity and wisely.

Land in the northeast

is poor.

-[3.1]  The soil is

salty like

desert.

-[3.2]  The soil is

incapable of

retaining

water.

Clqsing  Sentence : The above three reasons demonstrate why the northeast

is so dry.



te the whole paragraph.

Title :

Topic Sentence

(11
[l.l, 11.21

c21

12.11  L2.21

131

t3.11

Closing Sentence

13.21

111 121 131 = major supporting sentences

[l.l] 11.21

[2.1]  [2.2]

[3.1]  [3.2]

= minor supporting sentences
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The Chart of a Unified Paragraph

1 Topic 1I

r

;..f\

/ \ / \ /\

Closing Sentence

111 [21 [31 = major supporting sentences

L1.11  11.21

[2.1] [2.2]

t

= minor supporting sentences

13.11 13.21
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION (can’t.)

5. enable

6. moisture

7. outstanding

8. retain

9. sustain

10. vanish

22. vegetation
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It’s a very good try. You deserve
a reward for your efforts! It will be
very helpful if you compare your
work with the vocabulary review

& sentence construction given in the
following pages before you move /

along to the next mission.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

1. demonstrate 5. face 9. sustain

2. destruction 6. moisture 10. vanish

7. outstanding 11. vegetation

8. retain I
1. demonstrate : (v) - prove by facts (w’~~ri’I$j”cf%  aGo%%)

- - > The scientist demdnstrated the corrections of this

theory.

-->The  teacher demonstrated by showing the students

pictures. (demonstration - flisai~w)

2. destruction : (n) - the act of destroying (r-nsvhw~)

--> Not usually means destruction, not construction.

~17bh4  v. ZO  destroy - ruin

- - > The enemy destroyed the town.

3. efficient : (a@.) - bi ta e o reproduce a result (GIs:&G~~w)

--->  My boss is very eficjent  in negotiating.

4. enable : (v) - make able (vh7%&1amn)

- --> Studying hard enable me to pass EN 305.
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5. face : (v) - meet with courage (u&p!.!?)

--->  They could not face their accusers.

: ~7fdXt  face-to-face (bW@p?~J!?XiD~2)

--->  At last the two men met face-to-face.

6. moisture .’ (n)  8JlXllfl adj. - moist (somewhat wet; damp ;a &)

---> Some plants grow best in moist surroundings.

-->  His eyes grew moist when she heard the sad news.

7. outstanding : (a@)  - well-known, important; excellent (69’~)

---z  That is his most outstanding record.

8. retain : (v) - continue to possess; hold (6%  n?a %WJ)

--->  This good won’t retain water.

9. sustain : (v) - give strength to (idJ9naJauh66nh)

--->  Droughts of hope sustained their spirits.

10. vanish (v) - disappear; fade quickly (TIJWJEI)

--->  Their fears vanished when the storm ended.

- - > Our funds have reached the vanishing point.

11. vegetation : (n) - the act of growing (flJ26WJdgfl)

--> Vegetation almost causes in winter.

(vegetable - I%& ati~  potato, carrot, pea, egg-plant

Vegetarian - ah@& = u~m~~~aier~ld7na~~~~~)
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’ TRY MORE - KNOW MORE- I

‘r
1 ’

Do your own
vocabulary review

&

sentence construction

on
every paragraph after each

assignmentk
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ARCUMENTATIVE

PARACRAPH

wRmvG

r l analysis

l comparison & contrast

l cause & effect

with them, now,

let’s take a look carefully


